Wayfinding in stations:
Locating the relocated Information/Customer Services Desk at Connolly and Heuston Stations
remains an issue for VI passengers while entering or exiting can be an incredibly difficult if not
impossible task at other stations e.g. Tara Street.
BVG who run bus, underground and tram services in Berlin have recently installed a glue on rubber
tactile guiding strip onto indoor existing floor tiles.

Photo (above) - Rubber tactile strips at BVG underground station – Berlin Alexanderplatz.
Locating the station exit from a platform can be a time consuming and dangerous task involving
navigating around poles, seating, bins and other obstacles located at the shoreline.
There is always the risk of one losing their orientation and walking off the platform edge in error.
Rather than using blister tactile at the platform edge as we do in Ireland, German stations use a
different type of tactile which as well as signifying the platform edge doubles up as a guiding strip
diverging to exits (lifts, stairs, escalators etc).

2 Photos (above) – Platform and indoor tactile guiding strip at Berlin Lichtenberg S-Bahn Station.
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Head height obstacles:
K1. Signs – General (e) states that “Overhanging and projecting signs must be mounted high enough
to avoid creating a hazard: 2300 mm from the underside of the sign to the ground is the minimum
recommended clearance.”
This is however at odds with S1. Platform Design which states that “It is permitted to have obstacles
inside this freeway of 1600 mm. Equipment required for the signalling system and safety equipment
shall not be considered as obstacles in this clause….”
Head height obstacles (CCTV/Mirror) can be found at the front of many platforms. e.g. Castleknock
city bound platform, Ashtown Maynooth bound platform, Connolly platform 5 southbound etc.
These should be a minimum of 2300 mm from the underside to the ground or a barrier positioned
before these to prevent unnecessary injury.
S1. Platform Design (13) states “The end of the platform shall either be fitted with a barrier that
prevents public access or shall have a visual marking and tactile walking surface indicators with an
attention pattern indicating a hazard.”
Head height obstacle (Castleknock) Video Link:

https://youtu.be/kRf4106ZLYc?t=1m20s

Photo (above) - Head height obstacle (platform 5 Connolly).
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Head height obstacles - footbridges:
Q3. (g) states the “Open areas beneath stairs should be protected to prevent passengers from
inadvertent collision with structural supports and areas of reduced headroom.”
A blind passenger walking beside the wall (shoreline) at Castleknock Station which was built in 1990
will hit their head off the underside of the footbridge as it is not protected.
The underside of the stairs at Hansfield station which opened in 2013 is protected by a horizontal
bar at waste height which a long cane can easily go under.
A suitable protection from the ground up is required.

Photo (above) - Underside of stairs not protected at Castleknock.

Photo (above) - Underside of stairs protected with horizontal bar at Hansfield..
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Head height obstacles (line side telephones):
Hansfield, Dunboyne and M3 Parkway which were all opened in recent years have line side
telephone protruding from poles and the wall.

Photo (above) - Line side telephone attached to pole at Hansfield.
Poles with lights, CCTV, public address etc should be located flush with the wall.
A blind passenger walking beside the shoreline (wall) at Hansfield will walk into the light pole located
approximately 30cm out from the wall.

Photo (above) - Light pole out from wall (Hansfield).

Head height obstacles (flower baskets):
Hooks for hanging flower baskets have been attached to light poles at stations like Killarney,
Westport and others in recent years. It is essential that the underside of the flower basket be 2300
mm (2.3m) from the ground to avoid being a head height obstacle.
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Seating/Signage/Canopy support beams:
Navigating independently from platform 6 and 7 in Connolly which are on an island platform is
particularly difficult and dangerous for several reasons.
The original 1984 Dart style metal seating was replaced in recent years with new seating having a
back support and arm to assist with sitting and standing. The seating is however located back to back
taking up a larger footprint in addition to passengers putting luggage on the ground.
While trying to stay away from the platform edge, it is very easy to hit one’s head off the slanted
roof support beams and attached small signage. A long cane also go under the timetable
information display very easily.
For this reason, sloped roof support beams should not be used, seating should not be located back
to back, signage should not be mounted at head height and finally where a long cane can go under
signage e.g. timetable information display, something similar to what Luas have should be used.

Photo (above) – Slanted roof support beam, signage at head height, back to back seating and
finally timetable information display at Connolly Island platform 6 & 7.

Photo (above) – Circular horizontal bar at base of Luas information panel – Heuston.
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Bicycle stands and Shelters:
The bicycle parking stands located outside new stations like Hansfield, Dunboyne and m3 Parkway
are an obstacle/hazard. Bicycle stands and the expansion of the Dublin, Cork, Limerick City and other
bike schemes to Stations should have the bicycle docking areas located on the road.
Bicycle parking stands, Parkgate St, D8. Link: https://goo.gl/maps/Pub72zSwGH41Ksu4A
Dublin Bike Scheme, South Leinster Street, D22. Link: https://goo.gl/maps/DdSK5aHJeS7AzmLm7

Photo (above) – Bicycle parking stands at Hansfield.

Use of Cordons in Stations:
Use of cordons (which are suspended approximately 1 metre from the ground), are confusing and
intimidating to passengers with a visual impairment trying to find their way through a station.
For example, there is currently such a cordon in the main concourse/atrium of Connolly Station, and
this is like a maize to a blind person. Even if the blind person can find their way out, they are
disoriented as a result, and are liable to get stuck in it again.
Alternatives can be arrived it through discussion with VVI.

Photo (above) – Crowd control cordon.
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Plastic Yellow Warning Signs:
The use of the little plastic yellow signs to warn of wet floors etc., are hazardous for people with a
severe visual impairment who cannot see them. Such signs are liable to be trip-hazzards, especially
when inadvertently knocked over.
Alternative means of notifying the public of temporary slippage etc. must be explored.

Photo (above) – Wet floor sign.

Advertising Panels:
The positioning of advertising should never impede the progress of any pedestrian.
Where an advertising panel is in a pedestrianized zone, it needs to have no gap between its base and
the ground (i.e., which would cause snagging of long canes). A more useful function would be to
incorporate the advertising panel into a shelter to offer protection from the elements.

Photo (above) - Advertising panel in the way at Luas Heuston Interchange.
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Outdoor Wayfinding in Relatively Open Spaces (Planters, Not Bollards:)
Open spaces outside stations can leave the blind pedestrian without any landmarks to orient by,
adversely impacting on wayfinding. Bollards provide no orientation, and are collision-hazzards,
unlike planters.
An example of such an area is the front of Heuston Station, which is open, and has bollards.
A solution to this would be the imaginative use of planters (with DPO consultation), as well as
imaginative use of underfoot surfacing. For example, in the case of Heuston Station, a virtual
crossroads could be created using planters, at once easily showing a person with a severe visual
impairment easy access to a). an entrance to Heuston Station – to the west of the cross, b). the
traffic lights at John’s Road West – to the south; c). the Luas-stop (to the east), and d). the footbridge
of Seán Heuston Bridge across to the Phoenix Park etc. (to the north).
Example of Worst Practice: Front of Heuston Station, Dublin 8.
Front of Heuston Station with metal bollards.
Google Maps Link: https://goo.gl/maps/wfLvensV4XMFWqpbA
Bollards are hazardous to pedestrians with visual impairments in the following ways:
a). long-cane users find them harder to detect, which means they are likely to collide with the
bollards, causing bruising or worse.
b). bollards, by their compact nature, provide relatively little or no orientation for a pedestrian with
a severe visual impairment. In other words, whether the individual has managed to luckily locate
the bollard with their long cane, or whether they are reeling and disoriented from the contact-pain
they have just suffered, they cannot tell – unlike their sighted comparitors – that these bollards are
in a line. The bollard, in effect does not give cues as to direction, which are particularly important in
the relatively open spaces where bollards tend to be arranged.

Photo (above) - Bollards near kerb edge at entrance to Navan Road Parkway.
Bollards at entrance to Dunboyne Station.
Google Maps Link: https://goo.gl/maps/cnQg3Bd1yE7pMced8
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Shared Space:
There must be no shared space (also known as ‘shared Surfaces’ and/or ‘shared facilities’) between
pedestrians and other traffic (including bicycles, eMobility devices (including electronic/motorized
bicycles or scooters), cars, buses etc.), since such shared space is dangerous to vulnerable
pedestrians (including those with disabilities). In other words, pedestrians must be segregated from
all other forms of transport at all times, with appropriate care being taken at crossing-points
The removal of dished kerbs when the carriageway height is raised at crossings puts people who are
blind or partially sighted in danger of walking onto the road in error.
Crossing from the Luas/bus interchange at Heuston can be particularly difficult.
Google Maps Link: https://goo.gl/maps/TaxLXn61caosfy6y7
Zebra and signalled crossings:
Tactile paving must run the width of the footpath, perpendicular to the carriageway, from the
crossing-point on the outshore to the building-line on the inshore.
Bad practice - Tactile paving not extending the width of tha footpath at Dunboyne Station.
Google Maps Link: https://goo.gl/maps/cnQg3Bd1yE7pMced8
Locating information/SOS call panels:
To make it easier to locate Information/SOS call panels, could they be located on a raised area on
the platform or have tactile paving leading from the platform to them?
Call panels could be beneficial at station entrances e.g. Connolly, Heuston, Tara Street and the new
entrance to Cork Station for example. This would allow a passenger to call for assistance and be very
beneficial should their mobile have lost power or should the passenger have security concerns about
using their mobile phone in public.

Photo (above) – Call panel for information or SOS.
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Handrails on both sides of a ramp/slope are essential:
Ascending and descending ramps/slopes to/from Station platforms can be challenging with rain,
frost and ice significantly adding to the dangers.
Handrails would greatly assist when using the ramp at Castleknock for example.

Photo (above) – Ramp with no hand-rails to/from Castleknock Station.

Platform announcements:
When two diesel commuter trains arrive in a station at the same time, it is very difficult to know
whether your train has arrived or not as the engine noise drowns out the sound of doors opening.
Could automated platform announcements like those used in Connolly, Pearse, Tara Street be added
to suburban stations? (Section L1. Announcements – General:)
Two commuter trains arriving at Castleknock.

Link Video:
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